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Ice particle growth in the polar summer mesosphere: Formation time
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[1] The growth kinetics for ice particles in the polar
summer mesosphere is studied using the density of water
vapor, temperature, and total ice volume simultaneously
measured by the infrared Fourier Transform Spectrometer
on the Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment (ACE-FTS)
satellite. The results are based solely on the ACE-FTS
retrievals, without using any adjustable parameters. The
computed particle formation time is in the range between
2 hours at 150 K and 20 hours at 120 K, during which
particles come to equilibrium with water vapor and reach
the size of 20– 70 nm. The growth rate varies from
0.2 nm/hour to 30 nm/hour in the temperature range
analyzed. As it takes ice crystals only 20 minutes to grow
by 10 nm at 150 K, the transition from optically subvisible
to the visible size range can occur on a time scale of
minutes. This could account for fast variations in PMC
brightness observed recently. Citation: Zasetsky, A. Y., S. V.
Petelina, R. Remorov, C. D. Boone, P. F. Bernath, and E. J.
Llewellyn (2009), Ice particle growth in the polar summer
mesosphere: Formation time and equilibrium size, Geophys. Res.
Lett., 36, L15803, doi:10.1029/2009GL038727.

[3] In comparison to a decade ago, much more is now
known about the upper mesospheric environment in general
and PMCs in particular. This is largely due to a significant
increase in the number and sophistication of satellite-borne
and ground-based instruments [e.g., Rapp and Lübken,
2004; DeLand et al., 2006; Russell et al., 2009]. However,
the mechanism of mesospheric ice nucleation, the ice
particle number density and size distribution as well as
the rate at which new ice particles form are still poorly
known. In the present work we study the kinetics of
mesospheric ice growth by solving the differential equations
that describe the balance between condensation and desorption fluxes of water vapor on ice particles. The growth rates
are computed using the total volume of ice in the mesosphere, temperature, and water vapor density measured by
the Fourier Transform Spectrometer on the Atmospheric
Chemistry Experiment (ACE-FTS) satellite. The use of
parameters observed simultaneously by a single instrument
is undoubtedly advantageous over the studies performed
with more than one satellite and/or ground-based instruments [e.g., Petelina et al., 2005].

1. Introduction

2. Instrument and Data Description

[2] Understanding the process of ice particle formation in
Polar Mesospheric Clouds (PMCs), including the nucleation
rate and growth kinetics, is important as PMCs provide
valuable information on physical and dynamical processes
in the upper mesosphere. Knowledge of these processes is
also vital for the correct interpretation of the observed
variability and trends in cloud properties [Shettle et al.,
2009; Petelina et al., 2007]. As PMC properties are governed primarily by the water vapor pressure and temperature, it has been suggested that the observed long-term
trends in the frequency of PMC occurrence and their
brightness may serve as a sensitive indicator of changes in
climate [e.g., Thomas, 2003].

2.1. ACE-FTS Instrument
[4] ACE was launched in 2003 in a circular orbit at
650 km altitude with an inclination of 74° and latitudinal
coverage from 85°N to 85°S [Bernath et al., 2005]. The
FTS is the primary instrument on ACE, and has a spectral
resolution of 0.02 cm1 with spectral coverage from 750 to
4400 cm1. The ACE-FTS measures the atmospheric transmittance in occultation mode during sunrise and sunset. The
instrument field of view (FOV) is 1.25 mrad, which
corresponds to about 4 km at the tangent point. The
latitudinal coverage changes throughout the year [Bernath,
2006] and the highest latitudes for ACE-FTS measurements
used in this work do not extend poleward of 70°.
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2.2. ACE-FTS Pressure, Temperature, and Water
Vapor Density
[5] The retrieval method for temperature, and water
vapor volume mixing ratio (VMR) is described in detail
by Boone et al. [2005]. About 60 microwindows in the
950– 975 cm1 and 1360 – 2000 cm1 regions are used to
retrieve H2O profiles between 5 and 90 km. Because of the
high spectral resolution of 0.02 cm1, no special corrections
are needed in the presence of PMCs. Isolated CO2 lines are
used to derive the values of pressure and temperature. In the
mesosphere these CO2 lines are in the 2050 – 2070 cm1
and 2300 – 2390 cm1 ranges, where the spectral contribution from PMC particles to the baseline is very weak.
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Therefore, the effect of the presence of ice particles on the
retrieved VMRs and temperature is negligible and uncertainties in the retrieved pressure and temperature are given
by the statistical fitting errors.
[6] Comparison of ACE temperatures with several coincident measurements gives an agreement of better than 5 K
for the lower mesosphere and better than 8 K for the upper
mesosphere [Sica et al., 2008]. There is some evidence for a
systematic high bias of 3 – 6 K at 50– 70 km, but no indication
of any bias at the PMC altitudes. The random uncertainty of
8 K in the upper mesosphere can, in part, result from the
altitude resolution of 4 km for the ACE-FTS, which is often
too low to capture details on structures such as mesospheric
inversion layers. The deviations are also of geophysical
origin, a result of spatial and temporal separations between
coincident observations made by different instruments.
[7] The ACE-FTS water VMR retrievals were validated
by Carleer et al. [2008], where the uncertainty was reported
to be better than 5 – 10% from 15 to 70 km and about 8%
below 83 km. The results of Lambert et al. [2007] give a
relative difference between the Microwave Limb Souder
(MLS) on Aura and ACE-FTS H2O profiles of less than 5%
at the altitudes below 0.01 hPa. Although these results
indicate the good accuracy of the ACE-FTS mixing ratio
retrievals in the upper mesosphere, there is an inherent
averaging that arises from the viewing geometry and high
variability of gaseous water in the presence of PMCs due to
the patchy structure of clouds and large temperature gradients along the optical path of about 500 km. From a
statistical viewpoint, as a very long path is sampled,
although the mean of a retrieved value may not be affected,
the dispersion (or error) for water VMR retrievals can be
relatively high. The precise estimate of this error, however,
requires the use of atmospheric models, which is beyond
the scope of the present study.

[10] For illustration and comparison purposes we discuss
the PMC density in terms of the ice number density, nIce .
Since the ACE-FTS spectra are not sensitive to the variations in sizes from 10 to 100 nm (and are insensitive to
particles with radii smaller than 10 nm), some effective
value for the particle radius needs to be assigned. In this
work, we use randomly oriented hexagonal prisms with an
equivalent-volume-radius of 60 nm. This radius value was
retrieved from the (nearly) coincident PMC observations of
the Optical Spectrograph and InfraRed Imager System
(OSIRIS) on Odin made in the same latitude region in 5 –
20 July 2005 [Eremenko et al., 2005]. We stress that the
choice of effective radius value does not affect in any way
the results of our calculations. Note also that the use of an
effective size of 30 nm instead of 60 nm would increase the
number density of ice particles by an order of magnitude.
[11] For PMCs registered by ACE-FTS, the retrieved nIce
values are between 20 cm3 and 130 cm3. We note that
while the highest nIce value is 130 cm3, the probability of
finding a cloud with a density higher than 50 cm3 is rather
low. These values for nIce are in good agreement with the
results of 10 years of ground-based lidar measurements at
69°N and 16°E reported by Baumgarten et al. [2008],
where typical nIce values are reported to be in the range
between 33 and 105 cm3. At the same time, recent results
from the Solar Occultation For Ice Experiment (SOFIE) on
the Aeronomy of Ice in the Mesosphere (AIM) satellite give
different values for nIce, between 200 and 300 cm3 in 5 –
20 July of 2007 [Hervig et al., 2009]. This disagreement
may be explained by somewhat different geographic locations of SOFIE observations (70 – 72°N) and its sensitivity
to smaller ice particles with radii of 5 –10 nm.

2.3. PMC Detection and Ice Volume
[8] PMCs are detected by the ACE-FTS in three distinct
spectral regions, namely: the librational mode centered at
800 cm1, bending mode at 1600 cm1, and O-H stretching
mode between 3000 and 3500 cm1 [Eremenko et al.,
2005]. The ice signal is most intense in the O-H stretching
band, and the infrared absorption intensity is proportional to
the total ice volume along the line-of-sight. In this work, we
analyze more than 300 PMC events observed in the northern hemisphere during 5 – 20 July of 2005 at latitudes 60° –
70°N. In order to ensure a good quality of results, only
those PMC observations are considered in which the ratio of
peak ice absorption signal to baseline noise in the O-H
stretching band is 5 or higher.
[9] In order to determine the total amount of water in the
upper mesosphere and calculate the formation time for PMC
particles, the volume of ice per cubic centimeter of atmosphere is required. For this, and to account for the patchy
structure of PMCs, the cloud optical path length has to be
assumed. Here, it is arbitrarily taken to be half of the total
path length for mesospheric ACE-FTS observations, which
is about 250 km. This uncertainty dominates the error
budget as it significantly exceeds all other uncertainties,
such as fitting errors, inaccuracies in the optical constants,
etc. Our estimate for the total uncertainty in the calculated
ice volume is thus ±50%.

[12] In this section, the rate of mesospheric ice growth is
calculated using the total water (in solid and gas phase) and
temperature measured by the ACE-FTS. It is assumed that
for a given atmospheric state, time is the only factor
affecting the abundance and size of ice particles, the
temperature of the PMCs does not vary, and the ice particles
are only growing, but not sublimating.
[13] For mesospheric conditions, the condensation of
water vapor on the surface of mesospheric aerosols occurs
based on the Knudsen number Kn, i.e., when Kn  1. In
this case, the growth of ice crystals is described by a wellknown equation for the difference between the condensation
and desorption fluxes of water vapor molecules through the
interface:

3. Mesospheric Ice Growth Time and
Equilibrium Size


dr mH2O
ka ng  kd ns :
¼
rIce
dt

ð1Þ

In equation (1), r is the particle radius, mH2O is the mass of
the water molecule, rIce is the density of ice, ka is the
adsorption rate, ng is the H2O concentration (density) in the
gas phase, kd is the desorption rate, ns is the surface
concentration of H2O. The first and second terms on the
right side of equation (1) are the adsorption and desorption
fluxes, respectively. The adsorption rate constant is defined
as ka = ac/4, where a is the probability of adsorption
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from 120 to 165 K; ice volume between 2.26  107 and 1.18 
108 mm3/cm3. The surface tension is 0.0122 H/m [Hale and
Plummer, 1974] and rIce = 0.93 g/cm3. The only adjustable
parameter in the kinetic model is the sticking probability
coefficient a that is taken to be 1 in the present work.
Experimental and theoretical studies suggest the range for
a for different temperatures and pressures is between
0.8 and 1 with unity being the most probable value for
typical thermodynamic conditions in the upper mesosphere
[Batista et al., 2005, and references therein].
[16] In view of the extremely high sensitivity of the
growth rate to temperature, the uncertainty of 8 K in the
ACE-FTS temperature may result in significant, up to
200%, errors in the calculated particle growth time. This
uncertainty, however, is random and thus will be reduced by
averaging over many observations.
Figure 1. Kinetics of mesospheric ice particle growth
calculated using the ACE-FTS PMC observations.
(sticking probability coefficient) and c is the thermal speed.
The desorption flux can be found from specific balance
kd ns ¼ ka neq ;

ð2Þ

where neq is the density of water vapor over ice corrected by
the Kelvin relation for the curvature effect on the surface
tension of ice g 1, which takes into account the increase in
the internal pressure of ice particles with decreasing radius.
Expressing neq in terms of g 1 gives


2g 1 mH2O
;
kd ns ¼ ka noeq exp
RT rIce r

ð3Þ

where noeq is the equilibrium density of water vapor over a
flat surface.
[14] The uptake of water molecules by ice particles is
defined by adsorption and desorption:
dng
¼
dt





2g 1 mH2O
4pr2 nIce ;
ka ng þ ka noeq exp
RT rIce r

ð4Þ

After some algebra, equations (1) and (4) can be rewritten as



dr mH2O o
2g 1 mH2O
cneq aS  exp
¼
4rIce
RT rIce r
dt

ð5Þ




dng
2g 1 mH2O
pr2 cnoeq nIce
¼ aS þ exp
dt
RT rIce r

ð6Þ

where S is the vapor saturation ratio.
[15] By solving the differential equations (5) and (6)
numerically, we can determine the saturation values for
ice particle equilibrium size. To approximate the conditions
when the PMCs were formed, we assign the amount of
water observed in the ice phase to the gaseous state. The
calculations are then initialized using total water as the sum
of observed gas and ice phase water abundance. The ratio of
virtual vapor pressure to the equilibrium pressure is then
computed using the Murphy-Koop relation [Murphy and
Koop, 2005]. Parameters used in these calculations that
were retrieved from ACE-FTS are: S from 1.5 to 2.0; water
vapor density from 4  108 to 3  109 cm3; temperature

4. Results and Discussion
[17] The calculated growth curves for ice particles for
four representative PMC observations with the same saturation S (occultation numbers: ss10206, T = 152 K;
ss10283, T = 144 K; ss10289, T = 137 K; ss10358, T =
131 K) are shown in Figure 1. It is seen that the particle
growth time increases with decreasing temperature and
corresponding reduction in the density of water vapor.
The growth curves feature two regions: (a) the initial regime
of fast growth (from which we determine the growth rate dr/
dt) and the flat region where the excess (supersaturation) of
water vapor is exhausted and the final vapor-ice equilibrium
is reached. Note that in order to better illustrate the fast
growth regime, the flat regions in Figure 1 are not shown for
all temperatures, but just for 152 K. Once equilibrium is
reached we obtain the equilibrium size for PMC particles,
which corresponds to the flat region in the growth curve.
The analysis of more than 300 ACE-FTS cloud observations
made in 5 – 20 July, 2005 gives the equilibrium particle
radius to be in the range between 20 and 70 nm. The
equilibrium size strongly depends on the water vapor density
and temperature. The values for equilibrium radius reported
in this work do not contradict the current knowledge of
PMC microphysics. The most recent data on PMC particle
sizes from SOFIE/AIM observations in the northern hemisphere in 2007 [Hervig et al., 2009] give, in general, radii
between 20 and 70 nm (with the sizes larger than 70 nm and
smaller than 20 nm also being sometimes observed).
[18] The ice formation time computed as a function of
temperature for ACE-FTS PMCs observations is shown in
Figure 2. For all cloud events considered in this work the
particle formation time varies from less than 2 hours at 150 K
to 22 hours at 120 K. As noted earlier, due to the horizontal
smoothing and 4 km vertical FOVof ACE-FTS, it is possible
that some values of temperatures in Figure 2 may not be the
true temperatures in PMCs. Higher temperatures could be
reported when the instrument observes a PMC in the upper
part of its FOV, while the lower part of the FOV looks at the
atmosphere at 79– 81 km. As the temperature lapse rate in
the upper mesosphere is high, 5 – 8 K per km [Lübken, 1999],
it may result in a 10– 20 K increase in temperature for a
PMC-containing scan. Some data points in Figure 2 that
show PMCs at temperatures between 150 and 170 K, up to
20 K higher than the typical frost point temperature at these
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most of the time during the PMC season, a 10 –20 nm
increase in particle radii that causes notable and fast
variations in PMC brightness may be possible.

5. Summary

Figure 2. PMC formation time versus temperature required for ice particles to reach the equilibrium size.
altitudes, can be attributed to the effect described above.
Similarly, larger water VMR (density) values can be observed when the region near 79 –81 km – a high water vapor
concentration due to ice particle evaporation – is observed
together with a PMC located in the upper part of the FOV.
The random uncertainty in temperature, which can reach 8 K,
may result in 200% error in the particle growth time.
However, since more than 300 ACE-FTS observations are
used, the results and conclusions of this work should not be
significantly altered by these uncertainties.
[19] According to our results illustrated in Figure 1,
mesospheric ice particles can reach equilibrium size in a
time interval of 2 hours at 150 K and of nearly 1 day at
120 K. In addition, an increase in radius by 10 nm may take
only 20 minutes at 150 K. This is different from other
studies of mesospheric ice growth. Results of von Zahn and
Berger [2003] suggest that optically visible ice particles
with a radius of about 30 nm grow from sub-visible particles
with initial radius of 15 nm in nearly 12 hours. A model of
Mauersberger and Krankowsky [2003] predicts the growth
and sedimentation lifetime for PMC ice particles on the
order of 1 day. The results from the CARMA microphysical
model suggest a time of 1 to 2 days for ice particles to reach
maturity and become optically visible [Rapp and Thomas,
2006]. Hoffmann et al. [2005] conclude that the formation
of PMC particles with a radius of 50 nm takes about 7 hours.
The analysis of ground-based lidar and radar measurements
by Gerding et al. [2007] indicates that the particle formation
time is likely more than 1 hour.
[20] Our results can assist in explaining the rapid variability in PMC brightness observed from the ground and
also the recent Cloud Imaging and Particle Size Experiment
(CIPS) on AIM data, where the cloud brightness shows
significant variations from orbit to orbit that are 96 minutes
apart [Rusch et al., 2009]. As the PMC brightness observed
from the ground and by AIM depends strongly on the
particle size, a small increase in size would result in a large
increase in brightness. According to our calculations, a 10–
20 nm increase in radius can occur in 20– 40 minutes at
temperatures around 150 K, a region near the cloud bottom
where larger particles are typically observed [e.g., von
Savigny et al., 2005]. As Hervig et al. [2009] suggest that
very small ice particles are present in the upper mesosphere

[21] The equilibrium size and growth kinetics of ice
particles in the polar summer mesosphere are computed
using ACE-FTS data on the water vapor density, ice volume,
and temperature measured between 5 – 20 July, 2005. The
analysis of more than 300 cloud observations gives the ice
growth rate, dr/dt, in the range from 0.2 nm/hour at 120 K to
30 nm/hour at 150 K. As expected, the growth rate is
governed primarily by temperature. The particle formation
time, which is the time required to reach equilibrium with
water vapor, varies from 22 hours at 120 K to 2 hours at
150 K. The computed values for the ice growth rate are
somewhat higher than previously assumed, with the majority
of earlier studies suggesting that the PMC particle growth to
optically visible sizes takes from several hours to about
one day.
[22] Using the total water retrieved from the ACE-FTS
spectra as an input parameter, the equilibrium particle radius
is determined in the range of 20 to 70 nm. While this
finding does not contradict the results of other recent
studies, it is very likely that most PMC particles are not
in equilibrium. Due to high temporal and spatial variability
of thermodynamic conditions in the mesosphere, temperature in particular, remote sensing instruments probably take
a snapshot of either growing or shrinking ice particles that
are not close to equilibrium with gaseous water.
[23] In contrast to previous studies, our calculations
suggest a relatively fast growth of ice particles from the
optically subvisible to optically visible size range. Only
20 minutes are required for the particles to grow by 10 nm
at a temperature of 150 K. This could account for recently
reported remote sensing observations of PMCs, where large
variations in PMC brightness are found to occur on a time
scale of minutes.
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